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Abstract—The implementation of the concept of building 

an information society implies a widespread introduction 

of IT in all areas of modern society, including in the field 

of science. Here, the further progressive development and 

deepening of scientific research and connections 

presuppose a special role of e-science. E-science is 

closely connected with the innovative potential of IT, 

including the Internet technologies, the Internet of things, 

cyber-physical systems, which provide the means and 

solutions to the problems associated with the collection of 

scientific data, their storage, processing, and transmission. 

The integration of cyber-physical systems is accompanied 

by the exponential growth of scientific data that require 

professional management, analysis for the acquisition of 

new knowledge and the qualitative development of 

science. In the framework of e-science, cloud 

technologies are now widely used, which represent a 

centralized infrastructure with its inherent characteristic 

that is associated with an increase in the number of 

connected devices and the generation of scientific data. 

This ultimately leads to a conflict of resources, an 

increase in processing delay, losses, and the adoption of 

ineffective decisions. The article is devoted to the 

analysis of the current state and problems of integration 

of cyber-physical systems in the environment of e-science 

and ways to effectively solve key problems. The 

environment of e-science is considered in the context of a 

smart city. It presents the possibilities of using the cloud, 

fog, dew computing, and blockchain technologies, as well 

as a technological solution for decentralized processing of 

scientific data. 

 

Index Terms—E-science, cyber-physical systems, 

integration, big scientific data, smart city, cloud 

computing, blockchain. 

 

 

 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The term electronic science (e-science), introduced in 

1999 by Dr. John Taylor, then the director of the UK's 

scientific councils, combines revolutionary methods of 

conducting collective experimental research in networked 

research infrastructure. This infrastructure has allowed 

scientists to use technical resources in a coordinated way, 

which are usually distributed, maintained by various 

organizations and belong to different scientific disciplines, 

and simplifies the use and access to basic research tools, 

such as computing resources and databases. E-science, 

providing modern solutions in the areas of online 

education, virtual laboratories, global research networks, 

in computer tools, etc., helps and continues to help make 

rapid progress in science. Modern digital technologies 

form new partners in science, such as cyberinfrastructure, 

e-science, civil science, Data science, Big data. Digital 

science, in turn, has led to a significant increase in the 

volume of scientific data as one of the main trends in the 

development of science. 

Further development of information technologies has 

generated such new paradigms as the Internet of things 

(IoT), cyber-physical systems (CPS), industry 4.0, cloud 

computing, blockchain, etc., which have brought and will 

bring many advantages and potential opportunities in the 

structure of e-science. Modern ideas of automation in 

current research projects are also based on CPS, used as 

intelligent control systems. 

A wide range of CPS applications includes 

transportation, agriculture, healthcare, aerospace, etc. 

Science is one of its interesting applications. The 

integration of this system into the e-science environment 

leads to multiple increases in the flow of scientific data. 

As a result, the problems of organizing and processing 

large scientific data become relevant along with other [1]. 
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CPS is especially focused on accurate measurement, 

storage, processing, analysis and presentation of data. 

Here there is a problem of archiving information, on the 

one hand, and, on the other hand, it is necessary to 

organize, distribute and provide the information requested 

by the user in the information retrieval service. Along 

with this, the discovery of hidden knowledge from the 

collected scientific data is also relevant and important. 

Thus, the solution of problems with big data is 

important for the modern digital age. The article explores 

the problems, reveals the prospects for the development 

of technological solutions for processing scientific data 

generated from the integration of CPS in the e-science 

environment. 

 

II.  PRECONDITIONS FOR CREATING CPS 

The work of CPS is based on the principle of 

integration of computational and physical processes, that 

is, it is part of a system of physical objects, and the term 

CPS was coined in 2006 by the US National Science 

Foundation 2. CPS is a system that consists of various 

subsystems in which control at the physical level is 

carried out on the basis of processing signals from 

multiple sensors and making decisions at the cyber level 

[3,4]. In [5] introduces a new analysis framework for 

classifying Cyber-Physical Production Systems 

applications relatively to various items, including their 

cognitive abilities, their application extent, the interaction 

with human operators, the distribution of intelligence and 

the network technologies that are used. CPS’s are defined 

as systems with decentralized control, resulting from a 

merger between the real and virtual worlds, having 

autonomous behavior and depending on the context in 

which they are located. They are capable of forming 

complex hierarchical CPS, where deep cooperation with a 

person is also assumed. For this, embedded software in 

CPS uses sensors and actuators, connect to each other and 

to human operators by communicating via interfaces and 

have storage and data processing capabilities from the 

sensors or the network. 

From a technical point of view, CPS is a system 

implemented via the IoT, Industry 4.0, Industrial Internet 

of Things (IIoT), Machine-to-Machine Interaction 

(M2M), wireless sensor networks (WSN), cloud 

computing. Essentially, WSN, M2M, IoT, and CPS are 

made up of similar components. Both IoT and CPS are 

aimed at expanding the connection between the 

cyberspace and the physical world through information 

perception and interactive technologies. But they have 

obvious differences: IoT focuses on the network and aims 

to unite all things in the physical world. Thus, it is an 

open network platform and infrastructure. CPS 

emphasizes the exchange of information and feedback, 

where the system should control the physical world in 

addition to the perception of the physical world, forming 

a closed system [6]. 

The similar aspects of these technologies complement 

each other and extend their functionality: 

 

• WSN, M2M, and CPS belong to IoT. 

• WSN is the basic IoT and CPS scenario. 

• WSNs regarded as the supplement of M2M is the 

foundation of CPS. 

• CPS is an evolution of M2M in intelligent 

information processing. 

• M2M is the main IoT model at the present stage. 

• CPS will be an important technical form for IoT in 

the future [7]. 

 

Wireless technologies such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, 

ZigBee, LoRa, etc. allow you to directly extract 

information from sensors installed in previously 

inaccessible areas for measuring parameters of various 

technological processes [8,9]. In this context, a 

significant role belongs to such network technologies as 

cloud, fog and dew computing, which help to store large 

amounts of information and allow the use of complex 

analytical tools such as big data, data mining, OLAP, 

pattern recognition, etc. [10]. 

As you know, the emergence of CPS has become 

possible because of the rapid development of information 

technology. The expansion of the coverage of the Internet, 

its availability, the emergence of progressive IPv6 

technology, which removed the restrictions on the 

number of connected sensors and devices, as well as the 

emergence of functionally new primary information mini, 

micro and nanosensors created comprehensive technical 

capabilities for monitoring and managing physical 

processes, experiments and production directly via the 

Internet and became the basis for integrating CPS into 

these processes. 

 

III.  RELATED WORKS 

Analysis of the published works shows that due to the 

unique functions of the CPS, technical solutions on their 

platform are not limited to specific areas. In ref. [11] 

shows common applications of CPS, among which in our 

case the most interesting of them are discussed further. 

CPS in transport is an integrated transportation 

management system aimed at achieving safer and more 

intelligent traffic [12]. This system collects, processes, 

analyzes and visualizes data from sensors located on 

mobile devices. The result of this CPS can be the 

optimization of traffic, monitoring of road surface, 

detection of hazards, automotive networks and so on. 

CPS in medicine is a classic example of closed-loop 

feedback control systems. Application scenarios for such 

CPSs vary from patient monitoring, analgesic infusion 

pumps to implantation of sensory devices [13]. Any 

change of an object in the physical world can be directly 

modeled and improved on its counterpart in the cyber 

world, and in the physical world actions will be taken 

based on instructions from cyberspace 

CPS to control wind turbines [14] is used to reduce 

energy costs and increase profits. Data from wind 

generators tend to be very large, and therefore, to 

dynamically represent the behavior of CPS, instead of 
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traditional statistical data analysis methods, genetic 

algorithms are used. 

Integration of CPS in the library can improve the 

quality and quantity of traditional library services, for 

example, intellectual inventory, intellectual inquiry, self-

employment and self-return, searching for inappropriate 

or incorrectly delivered books or materials, automatically 

combating counterfeit products, providing contextual 

prompts and information, signaling the presence tools and 

resources, streamlining internal library processes. The 

CPS will also be able to control temperature and humidity, 

energy consumption, fire safety, eliminate hidden 

security risks, create comfortable conditions for both 

visitors and for the preservation of ancient manuscripts 

and valuable books [15]. 

It should be noted that there are examples of the 

integration of CPS for solving problems and tasks in the 

field of science. 

In the field of earth sciences, there is CPS for 

monitoring volcanic activity. It is designed to collect data 

from remote sensors in the WSN. Based on the collected 

data, they are processed to further analyze and monitor 

the hazards by assessing the level of volcanic unrest and 

understanding the physical processes occurring in the 

volcano, such as mechanisms of migration and magma 

eruption [16]. 

Ref. 17 describes CPS for environmental monitoring, 

which collects large multi-dimensional and multi-

temporal data from the global atmosphere. For these 

purposes, space and aviation sensors are used for remote 

observation of the Earth and measure background 

radiation. This is the physical level of the system. At the 

cyber level, special technologies are used to process and 

interpret data, which make it possible to obtain images of 

the earth's surface. Later, on the basis of these images, 

traditional or thematic maps, resource summaries, etc. are 

developed. Then, at the level of data analysis, decisions 

or recommendations are made for further actions in 

certain areas of activity. 

Also known CPS, that monitors the environmental 

conditions or the ambient conditions in indoor spaces at 

remote locations. The communication between the 

system’s components is performed using the existent 

wireless infrastructure based on the IEEE 802.11 b/g 

standards. The resulted solution provides the possibility 

of logging measurements from locations all over the 

world and of visualizing and analyzing the gathered data 

from any device connected to the Internet [18]. 

A known system of adaptive control of a radio 

telescope on the platform of the CPS. Adaptive control is 

carried out on the basis of preliminary calculations of 

data received from sensors. In this case, it is important to 

provide high computational performance, because 

otherwise, the reaction time may be too long. [19]. 

There are currently available solutions with the use of 

various well-known structures for the creation of remote 

laboratories with automation technologies. These 

solutions provide IoT structures that can be used to build 

and operate functional systems in a web browser for 

different areas. They can also be considered as a platform 

for the integration of CPSs in the creation of virtual 

laboratories. 

In ref. [20] discusses the IIoT Web-Oriented 

Automation System (WOAS) platform, a prototype of a 

web platform that allows the integration of CPS services, 

including components of distributed devices, into a 

functional system. In this functional system, it is not 

necessary to have a technical process automation system 

or a remote scientific or academic laboratory. The IIoT 

WOAS platform allows you to fully configure and use 

browser-based functional systems consisting of technical 

devices and systems, such as CPS components and 

related services. This platform was designed to use 

automation technologies and can also be used to create 

and operate a laboratory for remote experiments over the 

Internet using technical equipment and systems. As a rule, 

here the type of technical devices does not matter. The 

only requirement is that the device is connected to the 

Internet as a component of CPS and be available. Many 

user-oriented WOAS portals allow you to create and 

manage a virtually unlimited number of virtual 

laboratories. 

To ensure the sustainable functioning of the e-science 

infrastructure, a complex of measures is needed to solve 

the problems arising in it. To support decision making at 

this level, the organization of maintenance can provide 

substantial assistance in maintaining system safety, 

reducing failure rates and preventing malfunctions. In ref. 

[21] analyzes the performance of the electronic scientific 

infrastructure as CPS, presents its conceptual model, 

addresses the problems of ensuring its security and the 

creation of electronic maintenance. 

The integration of CPS into the e-science environment 

also provides a wide range of opportunities for the 

implementation of interdisciplinary research principles. 

As an example, we can consider bioinformatics as an 

interdisciplinary activity in cyber-physical space. It is 

known that bioinformatics combines computer science, 

statistics and mathematical methods for analyzing and 

interpreting biological data. Here, the integration of CPS 

here leads to the automatic execution of various 

biological analyzes, which are very difficult to carry out 

manually, an exponential increase in data analysis and the 

accuracy of the results [22]. 

Virtual Observatory (VO) may be another example of 

CPS in science. VO is a collection of interoperable data 

archives, tools, and applications that together form an 

environment in which original astronomical research can 

be carried out. The VO is opening up new ways of 

exploiting the huge amount of data provided by the ever-

growing number of ground-based and space facilities, as 

well as by computer simulations [23]. 

Ref. 24 includes the complete solution of CPS, 

beginning with physical level, comprising from claiming 

sensors, processor and the correspondence protocol, and 

arriving at information management and stockpiling at 

the digital level. The test outcomes indicate that the 

suggested framework represents a feasible and 

straightforward solution for economical monitoring 

applications.
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An important component of the e-science 

cyberinfrastructure is the Datacenter, which must be 

immune to incidents and unforeseen circumstances 

causing system failures. The Datacenter can also be 

represented in the aspect of CPS, in which the 

management of IT and cooling technologies in them are 

classified according to the degree to which they take into 

account both cyber-physical and physical factors [25]. 

Thus, the questions raised in the article are of great 

interest because of their relevance. A comprehensive 

solution to them in a single environment requires 

continuation of research and the development of effective 

methods. 

 

IV.  PROBLEMS INTEGRATION OF CPS TO E-SCIENCE 

ENVIRONMENT 

Based on the studies in the previous sections, it can be 

concluded that cyber-physical integration in scientific 

research can be conducted in the following aspects. 

A. Integration of CPS into the e-science infrastructure 

Unlike the traditional definition, we consider e-science 

in a broader sense. This implies the introduction of ICT in 

all areas of research enterprises and organizations, 

including management. 

The basis of e-science is physical infrastructure, which 

may include telecommunications networks, data centers, 

research jobs, research laboratories, buildings, electricity, 

logistics, etc. 

This physical infrastructure can be viewed in the 

context of integrating CPS on the smart city platform. 

Definitions of a smart city are interpreted in different 

variations. A smart city is used throughout the world 

under different names and in different circumstances, and 

therefore there are a number of conceptual options 

created by replacing smart adjectives with other 

alternative adjectives [26,27]. In general, the concept of 

the smart city implies widespread informatization, which 

implies the presence of a multitude of sensors for 

retrieving information, primary devices for collecting, 

processing and storing data, intelligent analytics and the 

presence of smart inhabitants (in our case, these are e-

scientists), interested in applying the above solutions. 

The technological infrastructure of the smart city is a 

platform of CPS, which can be applied to the 

infrastructure of the National Academy of Sciences of 

Azerbaijan (ANAS) (Fig. 1). 

From Fig. 1. it follows that the structure of ANAS 

unites six scientific divisions. In turn, specialized 

research institutes function in the structure of these 

divisions. In our approach, this structure is usually 

perceived as a smart city, and units - smart areas and 

research institutions - as smart buildings. 

As follows from Fig. 1, the scope of a smart city is 

ANAS. Further, at the level of a smart area, there are 

scientific units. As for specialized agencies, they are 

under the influence of a smart building. 

CPS in such a smart structure, both globally and 

locally, can solve their following problems: 

• Uninterrupted power supply; 

• Materials and equipment management; 

• Equipment monitoring; 

• Maintenance; 

• Building security; 

• Video observation; 

• Detection and warning of danger; 

• User identification; 

• Tracking and identification of hazardous materials; 

• Environmental monitoring; 

• Creating a comfortable working environment for 

researchers; 

• Climate control; 

• Waste management, etc. 

 

For example, in [28] it is shown that a modern building 

automation system collects data from temperature and 

humidity values to the state of the engine and often 

includes possibilities for optimizing energy consumption. 

That is, with the optimal start/stop, the building 

automation system will know when it should turn on the 

air conditioning system for a specific area in the building. 

 

 

Fig.1. Considering the integration of CPS into the e-science 

environment like a smart city. 

B. Integration of CPS into the e-science research 

environment 

Further, in the context of integrating CPS into the 

research environment of e-science, its generalized 

architecture consists of several levels. Their 

characteristics are listed below: 

 

• At the level of physical objects, data is collected 

from sensors installed to measure various physical 

parameters. 

• On the cyber platform and computing level, data is 

mainly processed and converted into operational 

information to obtain information about the 

performance of individual components or feedback 

signals are generated. 

• At the CPS application level, complex calculations 

are performed based on data processed at lower 

levels, and various types of physical object models 

are created. 

• The big data analysis level is performed on a 

compute node, such as the cloud. At this level, new 
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knowledge is gained, feedback from cyberspace 

can be transferred to the physical space in order to 

apply corrections and preventive effects on the 

system. 

 

According to the presented model, it is possible to 

interpret CPS integration into the e-science environment 

as follows. Scientific data can be data from different 

sensors during physical experiments and chemical 

experiments, biological data, results of spectral analysis, 

photographs from telescopes, results of sociological 

surveys in social sciences, historical works, documents, 

manuscripts, etc. These data can also be transmitted to the 

remote units, virtual collectives, and laboratories of 

academics. Collected data is processed and converted to 

new knowledge. At the next levels, a full view of 

scientific research (physical events, chemical reactions, 

matter structure, historical event, etc.) is made. Later, the 

scientific community gets acquainted with the research 

results. Therefore, as a result of the integration of CPS to 

e-science environment, events take place starting from 

the research stage, experiment conduction, processing of 

obtained data to an acquaintance of scientific community 

with proposed theory, hypothesis or scientific 

recommendations, repetition and accurate results. The 

territorial distribution of multidisciplinary research and 

interdependence of the heterogeneous devices used 

should be taken into account. Each device can be used 

within the IoT concept and can be fully managed with 

web technologies. 

Based on the above, a five level architecture of tasks 

related to the integration of CPS in the e-science 

environment is proposed (Fig. 2). 

 

 

Fig.2. Five level task architecture 

As noted, CPS is a complex system that combines 

computational, communication, and physical processes. 

From Fig. 2 it follows that these CPS components are 

also present in the architecture of e-science, which is 

essential in solving integration problems. 

 

 

 

V.  PROCESSING OF SCIENTIFIC DATA 

E-science plays a special role in the development and 

expansion of scientific research and connections. It 

covers all stages of solving problems in the research 

process, including the creation, collection, search, storage, 

processing, and analysis of scientific data, as well as 

science management issues. Existing IT for these 

purposes has created ample opportunity. In addition, the 

exponential growth of scientific data requires 

professional management of them as an essential 

condition for the acquisition of new knowledge and the 

rapid development of science. For these purposes, the 

Internet infrastructure is used, through which users get 

remote access to large-scale information and more 

efficiently use their computing resources. One of the 

main problems in the e-science environment is the 

problem of big data. When considering e-science as a 

single system; we see that it solves problems from 

different subsystems. Information support of science, 

scientometric analysis, intelligent analysis, and scientific 

data lead to the generation of big data [29]. The 

integration of CPS into this environment also plays the 

role of a generator for quickly increasing big data. 

It should be noted that the types, volume, frequency of 

use, life cycle and other characteristics of scientific data 

are different. The following data is especially important 

for research: 

 

• Observation data – obtained from telescopes, 

satellites, sensor networks, demographic studies, 

historical information, or one-time event recording. 

In most cases, this data cannot be repeated and, 

therefore, must be saved. 

• Experimental data – obtained from high-

productivity decides through clinical, biomedical 

and pharmaceutical experiments or other controlled 

experiments. It is especially important to store 

some data that is considered inappropriate to 

recollect due to ethical or other reasons, such as 

data regarding human subjects and endangered 

species. 

• Computing data – generated as a result of the large-

scale computation in a supercomputer, data centers, 

etc. stored for a certain period and processed 

through intellectual analysis technologies. 

• Informational data – are used by scientific societies 

for different purposes. Such data include the human 

genome, proteins, seismology, oceanography, 

clinical research, endangered species data. 

 

These scientific data categories also add big data 

generated from the integration of CPS into the e-science 

environment. To solve this problem, various methods and 

approaches are used. 

CPS interacts with the physical system through 

networks, the final CPS is usually the traditional 

centralized closely related embedded computer system,  
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which contains a large number of physical systems 

consisting of intelligent wireless sensor networks [30]. At 

the same time, CPS is a product of the integration of 

heterogeneous systems: these are heterogeneous 

distributed systems with deep integration and interaction 

of information systems and physical systems, which 

should deal with the problem of time synchronization and 

the spatial arrangement of various components. 

A. Cloud, fog, and dew computing 

In the e-science environment, data from different 

sources is often characterized by a lack of structuring, 

various formats, rapid generation and a sharp increase in 

volume. Processing such a data flow using existing 

technologies is very complex and requires new 

technological solutions. Studies show that cloud 

technologies are preferable for processing big data [31]. 

Cloud computing provides users with remote access to 

services, computing resources, and software over the 

Internet [32]. Cloud technologies allow us to collect and 

store big data, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, 

provide the necessary processor power for data 

processing. A cloud analytics service that uses statistical 

analysis and machine learning helps reduce big data to an 

acceptable size so that we can get information, test 

hypotheses, and draw conclusions. Data can be imported 

from the cloud, and users can run cloud data analysis 

algorithms for big data sets, after which data can be saved 

back to the cloud. 

Nevertheless, the further development of the e-science 

platform is accompanied by an increase in the number of 

installed devices and a tendency to increase the amount of 

scientific data generated in this environment, which leads 

to an overload of the Internet infrastructure. In addition, 

there is a significant increase in data traffic due to the 

widespread use of smartphones, tablets and video 

streaming. Users experience a decrease in network 

bandwidth, which, in turn, leads to resource conflicts, 

increased processing delays, losses, and inefficient 

decision making. In some cases, it may be necessary to 

move large data sets between multiple clouds — for 

example, if a single cloud is not enough for 

computational purposes or if the user or employees must 

use several cloud resources [33]. 

Initially, the edge computing paradigm was proposed 

to effectively address the problems described. Here, the 

reduction of network load, as well as making more 

operative decisions based on the data is a key requirement 

and problem is solved by bringing the processing near to 

the data source. It’s computing and memory resources are 

used for local storage and initial data processing. But, 

such periphery computing has very limited capabilities 

that lead to resource conflict and increase processing 

delays. For this reason, a new paradigm called fog 

computing is developed, which performed the integration 

of periphery clouds with cloud resources in order to 

eliminate all deficiencies of edge computing [34]. Thus, 

in contrast to processing data by directly sending data 

from initial devices to the central server, fog computing 

provides processing of data directly near to the devices 

and sends necessary parts to a central server; its main 

objective is to increase productivity by directly 

processing network data. First computing architecture of 

fog is described in [35] and here, fog level is determined 

as distributed intellect between the base network and 

sensor devices. 

Fog system has relatively small computing resources 

(memory, processing, and storage). But resources can be 

increased on demand. However, the significant shortfall 

in clouds and fog computing is dependence on the 

availability of Internet access. The level of development 

of ICT tools and methods indicates that the most 

promising direction in the e-science infrastructure is the 

dew computing that allows access to the data without the 

constant use of the Internet. In this context, “Dew 

computing is an on-premises computer software-

hardware organization paradigm in the cloud computing 

environment where the on-premises computer provides 

functionality that is independent of cloud services and is 

also collaborative with cloud services. The goal of dew 

computing is to fully realize the potentials of on-premises 

computers and cloud services” [36]. Dew computing was 

proposed in 2015 37. This technology ensures that the 

services offered are not dependent upon accessing the 

Internet and has two main features: first, local computers 

(desktop, laptop, tablet, and smartphone) show rich 

micro-services that do not depend on cloud services; 

secondly, these services mainly collaborated with cloud 

services. Dew server is a small local server that keeps the 

speed of accessible data generated from primary 

computing from an Internet connection or without it, and 

is synchronized with cloud server with connection is 

available again. This architecture can be used to ensure 

accessibility of websites in offline mode. This system can 

reduce the cost of data transfer in organizations with an 

interrupted or limited Internet connection. Thus, 

abovementioned justifies effectiveness and promising 

outlook of separate or joint use of abovementioned 

technologies, in accordance with specific characteristics 

of solved problems, in the processing of big data, 

including CPS integration. 

B. Blockchain 

To solve the problems of decentralized data processing, 

you can also use the innovative technology of blockchain, 

which, along with the computing technologies discussed 

earlier, can be another integration platform of e-science 

[38-40]. The blockchain is a database of distributed 

entries, which consists of all the operations performed 

and is divided between network members. This database 

is called a distributed ledger. Each operation is stored in a 

distributed registry and is approved by agreement of the 

majority of participants. All executed operations are 

saved in the blockchain. Thus, the blockchain provides a 

decentralized model of processing operations. 

Consider some of the characteristics of blockchain, 

which make it suitable for both CPS and IoT. 

 

• Decentralization: network transactions are 

supported by various decentralized nodes. 
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• Scalability: the computing power of the network 

increases as the number of nodes in the network 

increases. 

• Reliability: transactions are verified and confirmed 

by consensus between peers. 

• Security: all transactions on the Blockchain 

network are protected by reliable cryptography. 

• Sustainability: records after reaching consensus 

cannot be changed or deleted. 

• Autonomy: devices can communicate with each 

other directly since each device has its own account. 

 

The blockchain technology is constantly evolving and 

can make important contributions, such as protecting the 

rights of authors in the e-science environment, personnel 

management, collective decision-making, expert 

assessments, and information security problems. 

In ref. [41] it was shown that the blockchain 

technology can make scientific activity open at all stages 

of its implementation. As noted, research areas begin 

with the collection or discovery of baseline data. The 

results of studies conducted according to a certain method 

become available only at the time of publication. 

Everything that happens before, for example, data 

collection and analysis, review, etc., is not transparent. 

This lack of transparency leads to problems associated 

with reproducibility, that is, the inability of researchers to 

reproduce experiments to confirm the findings of 

scientific papers. For example, in ref. [42], the possibility 

of “notarial approval” of registration of research results 

related to the time of their generation via blockchain was 

investigated. This application makes it impossible to 

change the approved registration data, prevents their 

manipulation and can be used to publish research results. 

Thus, on the basis of the foregoing, it can be concluded 

that the use of decentralized computing technologies in 

the processing of large scientific data obtained in various 

fields of science in the e-science environment should be a 

promising direction. 

 

VI.  PROPOSED MODEL 

Existing scientific data processing model in ANAS on 

AzScienceNet scientific computer network platform is 

implemented as a cloud structure (Fig. 3). 

 

 

Fig.3. Existing data processing model on AzScienceNet platform 

 

Currently, it unites about 40 scientific institutions. 

There are over 7000 computers and mobile devices in this 

infrastructure, and there is a steady upward trend in 

connectivity [43]. This requires an extensive development 

path when it is necessary to increase both the computing 

power and storage and the bandwidth of communication 

channels. Within the framework of this architecture, 

models were also proposed for the rational distribution of 

computing resources and memory, for example, in 

[44,45]. 

However, for more rational use of AzScienceNet 

resources, taking into account the above, it is proposed to 

use the architecture of decentralized processing of 

scientific data in a network environment as in Fig. 4. 

 

 

Fig.4. The generalized architecture of decentralized processing of 

scientific data. 

As seen in Fig. 4, in integrating the CPS into the e-

science environment, an important factor is a physical 

level, at which scientific experiments are conducted and a 

large flow of scientific data is generated. Experiments are 

conducted on scientific profiles and spatially separated 

(Fig.1). Data is processed directly in dew computing 

clusters. 

The proposed model of decentralized processing could 

be used, for example, in a system of round-the-clock 

monitoring of the stress-strain state of the earth's crust in 

seismogenic zones. At present, these studies have been 

carried out using a hand-held proton magnetometer at 70 

rigidly fixed points [46]. A large stream of raw data 

should be collected at a central location for further 

processing. Thus, the main process is time-consuming 

and does not allow for optimizing the time frame for 

effective warning of natural disasters. 

 

VII.  CONCLUSION 

This article discusses the current trends in the 

integration of CPS into the e-science environment. This 

integration encompasses all phases from research data 

collection, storage, processing, and analysis, as well as  
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science management problems. In addition, the e-science 

infrastructure information generated by CPS can be used 

for other purposes, such as uninterrupted power supply, 

materials, and equipment management, maintenance 

planning and optimized management to achieve higher 

overall performance and reliability of the e-science 

environment. considered in the context of a smart city. As 

an alternative to the centralized principle of organizing 

data processing, the prospects for decentralized data 

processing were presented and the possibilities of using 

the cloud, fog, dew and blockchain technologies for this 

purpose were considered. Decentralized computing 

covers a wide range of technical problems in the field of 

e-science, including equipment, operating systems, 

networks, databases, browsers, servers, etc. 

In the future, practical works are planned on the 

integration of CPS in the environment of e-science in the 

framework of the solutions studied and presented in this 

article. 
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